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There was or there were no

According to this site, you need to put an article in front of a singular noun, so my question is, is there no student, is the wrong sentence? No students, it's the right one, right? No student means no student or not all students, because students are a singular noun, so we have to say no to students, no students. There are negative messages there and there is
a way to make a confirmation sentence with there and there are these examples of negative sentences used there and there. There is no money in the bank, no information in the file, no Christmas tree in the living room, not a black chair in the shop. There are not many movies to watch online, no fans in the store. There are no white chairs in the restaurant,
no improvements whatsoever in 2019, there is no effort to fix the problem, and there is here to make a question there and there are examples of these questions using there and there. Is there a man standing here? Are there footballers in the hotel? Is there a museum in the old town? Is there a lot of food at the party? Any cops around here? Are there many
people who work in the bank? Are there two police officers at the station? Are there other factory workers on the construction site? Is there a lot to do? Was there a Great Depression 100 years ago? These are some questions and answers that are there and there are a lot of people in the party? No, there's no food at the party. yes, is there any water left? No,
there's not a lot of agents? There are only three questions, how many people? Here's an example of the question used there and how many dogs in the park? How many students are in your class? How many drinks are there in the restaurant? How many people are in concert? How many movies? How many soldiers are in the field? How many patients are in
the emergency room? The question is, how much? Here's an example of the question that's being used there and how much money is in your bank account? How many crimes are there in New York? How much pollution is there in China? How much sugar is there in the fridge? How much traffic is there on the way to work? Tag Question: There is, and there
is a question, the tag is a declared syntax structure or an unnecessary command becomes an interrogation piece, there was a good movie on Netflix last night not there? Don't you have time to go to the beach? there are Any food? There's a lot of people out today. There's no choice for me, right? There were a lot of people in the concert. Remember that if
the sentence is confirmed, the question tag will be deleted, and if the sentence is deleted, the question tag will be confirmed. There are and there are some exercises to practice using there and there are learn more about grammar, there are more grammar lessons in EnglishPost.org me gustaría vivir en un lugar donde no problem hubiera como violencia,
atracos u otro tipo de problem. My efforts: 1) I want to live in a place where there are no problems such as violence, robbery or other kinds of problems. This is a few comments, personally, I think this sentence has improved this way: I want to live in a place where there are no problems, such as violence, robbery or something like that. (This is a little official.
There are other ways to say this as well.) The sentence you wrote it means there is a problem now. However, they have never been there before. In addition, the meaning is the same in both sentences. Spelling notes: I don't like, for example, instead of liking both correctly, such as my personal preferences about other types of issues... I wonder if you're
questioning this kind of question. I agree with kayokid though I think your question about 'no' / 'no' and I would say both are correct. Similarly, 'No...' and 'None...' are both valid in the present. I agree with kayokid though I think your question about 'no' / 'no' and I would say both are correct. Similarly, 'No...' and 'None...' are both right in the present. I'm sorry, ok,
you need to log in or register to reply here, Joe's question: What's right?' There was lightning and thunder last night' or 'there was lightning and thunder'. BizWritingTip response: This question relates to agreements, matters and verbs. When a sentence begins with there or here, the real story is treated as a word or word that follows the verb. Use a singular
verb if the actual subject is singular and plural verb if the actual subject is plural. For example, there are three proposals to write (proposal — true story - as plural, so the verb is). This is a signed agreement (agreement — actual matter is: So the verb isis) had lightning last night (lightning is so singular the verb). When you see the word and in the subject, it's
called a mixed subject. Always use plural verbs with mixed subjects. For example, there was lightning and thunder last night (lightning and thunder form a mix so that the verb is plural). Frankly, even if this is grammatically correct, it sounds awkward. I'll write a new sentence. For example, we had thunder and lightning last night. The same rules (when and in
the verb matter as plural) hold true, even if the sentence does not begin with there or here. Trust textranch experts to complete your writing, join more than 100,000 users who trust TextRanch to get an English app! Check all your sentences for free! A complete search of the Internet has found these results: No answers are the most popular phrases on the
web. I called many times but there was no answer [=No one answered the phone when I called]. I didn't get an answer when I called. I knocked on the door but there was ...error 678 unanswered. He called, but there was no answer, no internal principles in them, no grace to answer the call; You are here &gt;Home; Some examples from the web: But now
Facebook has included features, but i have no answers, so I opened the question again like that, :) note # even though my page is a non-profit organization in hindsight, 2 weeks allocated to phase four, minimal facilitation of my team ICD10 encryption confidence because there is no answer key available ... May 8, 2015 ... what about the time there is no
answering machine - no cell phone - pay only phone and home phone - one line and dialer dial. Similar questions were asked (and answered) but there was no answer/workaround on how to fix it. I'm using jQuery mobile/hand ... what people are saying about TextRanchThanks with TextRanch I can score above 950 on TOEIC and I get a good grade in
ACTFL OPIC as well + read the full interview — Alan, StudentI love TextRanch due to reliable feedback. The editorial reviews are useful and the customer service is great + read the full interview . It has helped me improve my writing skills, including more natural communication, such as local English speakers + reading the full interview. - Michel Vivas,
Senior Technology Officer, TextRanch is It's the best online service I've ever used! Read the full interview - Reza Bahrami, photographer/filmmaker, I started using TextRanch when I started learning English. It's a great way to improve my English skills + read the full interview - Chiara Baesso, CopywriterI Love, textranch editor is the real person who edits the
text and gives feedback - it makes it personal + read the full interview - Marelise, Social Media ManagerI sometimes wonder if my English expression is reasonable or not, and TextRanch helped me a lot in such cases + read the full interview - TranslatorTextRanch is very useful in improving the flow and structure of my sentences + read the full interview -
The translator reads me a lot in such cases. Thank you very much I searched for real people to check my sentences  TextRanch hepled me a lot- Noel December 2020 excellent service and they gave feedback at the right time. I'm really impressed, thanks to TextRanch and your wonderful editorial team – Manoch December 2020 real people! I like the
fact that my work is edited by human editors. It gives me confidence that the job is perfect and error-free. November 2020 I love turning around quickly and all the adjustments made to my email to make that sound very professional. - Karina- Recommended comments Super fast, useful and friendly:)-Mary- Outstanding Comments Message Ranch Awesome
Message Ranch Solve My Problem, I've been looking for this type of app for years, I love it – Salman November 2020 What I want to check more powerful than Grammer! – Simit November 2020 I like the way they fix our errors – Jessica November 2020 It's great The editor found an error that I overlooked. Great experience! Recommended comments I love
the idea of being joined by real people, not machines. The answer was totally satisfying and people were kind and polite – Nicholas Davies October 2020 WOW... that's amazing. 7.8 Outstanding reviews, they really surprised me – Rishad October 2020 I got the correct feedback from the experts. I like it – Yougesh October 2020 their personal comments are
very useful and a great way to improve the language – leesha October 2020 It is an amaging suggestion because as a native speaker I need a reliable help to edit my messages – Susan October 2020, this is my first time using Textranch and I like that editors take the time to edit my messages. We recommend anyone who has never used Textranch before,
you should try – Wilson October 2020 – Ramkhamhaeng September 2020 This is the first scary thing I get spelling help from people !!!. Recommended to everyone – Philip September 2020 Whenever I need text in English to edit Textranch as my online resource – roderikopera - recommended comments 7.8 It is super easy to use and the review reader is
professional and responsive - roderikopera - featured comments. I am truly amazed with this innovative service, as there are real experts who can check your messages online, which is better than fuel-based software solutions. – Vladislav August 2020 I was joined by a real human ity, it made it personal and beautiful - tobechukwu - comments suggested. My
edits were created in a cool time frame. Thanks– richay August 2020 lowest price up to 50% lower than other online editing sites, the fastest time our editorial team works for you 24 hours a day, 7.Native English expert editor for UK or US English.Top Customer Service We are ready to assist, guarantee satisfaction!
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